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The Principles of Live Learning at Chaucer School
As we adapt to teaching and learning remotely, the evidence-based principles of effective lessons remain
the same. But the challenge we face is how to adapt our existing approaches to ensure success in online
live learning. It is important that we take the time to think explicitly about strategies that previously would
have been second nature in the classroom and how we can adapt these effectively in our new way of
working. A key message for all online live earning is to keep it simple and not overcomplicate things with
overly elaborate methods.

Key reminders
•
•
•
•
•

•

All teachers must create live events and send the links to the students they will be delivering to for
that day, by 8.30am.
Emails must state the subject and time of the delivery.
Home learning resources are to be saved to Share point for students to access.
Please avoid setting work that students need to print as many of our families have not got these
facilities at home.
At the start of each Live learning session please share the introductory slide and go through
expectations with students.

Should further support be required, please see “Live events, Microsoft Teams. A guide to Live
events and a guide to Effective Live learning

Principles of live learning
1. Knowledge-rich content
• Introduce students to new knowledge, skills and understanding. The remote curriculum should
continue to be as rich as possible. Continue to foster a love of your subject with content that
engages interest and cultivates curiosity.
• Share clear learning aims, which give the ‘big picture’ about how the lesson fits in the wider
context.
2. Sequencing and scaffolding of new material
• Sequence curriculum knowledge in a way that builds on students’ prior knowledge and minimises
cognitive overload. Small steps with sufficient scaffolding are crucial given the lack of classroom
interaction.
• Ensure that instructions are clear and easily understood by all students.

•
•

Deliver explanations which are clear, planned and precise. Chunk explanations and check for
understanding regularly and robustly.
Support students with Literacy. Support students to understand challenging tier 2 and tier 3
vocabulary by giving definitions, synonyms and a range of examples. Support students with longer
texts by providing recorded reading of texts. Support students with longer, extended written tasks
by providing success criteria, WAGOLLs, key word mats, sentence starts and structure strips.

3. Modelling
• Model complex procedures and skills. Worked examples and exemplar responses (WAGOLLs)
should be shared with students, particularly prior to significant pieces of work. These can be
shown throughout the live learning session and could be emailed to students pre the lesson.
• Clarify and make explicit the specific steps involved and demonstrate these.
• Continue to model and promote the use of precise academic language.
4. Guided and independent practice
• Practice helps students store new knowledge in their long-term memory. Give students plenty of
opportunities and time to practise new knowledge, skills and understanding. Provide exemplars
and solutions – ideally worked solutions – so that students are able to check their own work.
5. Checking for understanding
• Set tasks that support students to self-assess and check their own understanding, so that they can
have confidence in their learning. Share success criteria with students, particularly when setting
significant pieces of work. Ensure students know how to access help if they need it.
• Use multiple choice questions or true/false questions to check for understanding. Microsoft Forms
is a useful tool for setting quizzes.
• Decide how and when to share the answers with students.
• Be selective about tasks which you choose to teacher assess, balancing the needs of students with
keeping workload manageable.
• Provide whole-class feedback for significant pieces of work.
• Ensure that all students receive feedback once a week.
6. Retrieval practice
• Identify the key knowledge and skills which students should commit to long-term memory.
• Set regular retrieval activities and reviews, such as low-stakes quizzes using Microsoft Forms.
7. Excellent behaviour
• Establish a positive atmosphere by acknowledging students for their efforts to keep learning.
• Try to maintain a sense of community, so that students appreciate they are part of a collective
effort to continue learning.
• Reward excellent work. After live learning sessions are over, Live events allows you to download a
list of students who have attended your sessions and have participated. Please ensure that
rewards are given via the usual; channels: BROMCOM, contact to parents, phone calls, text
messages, whole school reward initiatives.
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Pre-live learning sessions
Set up link via Microsoft live events.
Send link to students via email with subject and time with a list equipment/ resources needed, before 8.30am
of the day the live learning will go ahead.
This could be an opportunity to prepare students for the live learning by asking them a question to prompt
them to think the live learning topic for that day.
Ensure setting up time before session.
Ensure lessons are well planned and resources, scaffolding and activities are sent to the students beforehand
if appropriate.
Setting up the live learning sessions
Explain your expectations for how sessions will be conducted.
Give clear instructions on what equipment and resources are needed.
Remind pupils to remove all distractions.

Activating Learning at the start of live learning sessions with a review
Using a joining task that prompts students to think about their prior knowledge that will help them with the
next steps in their learning.
Ideas for implementation!
Knowledge retrieval tasks/low stakes quizzing:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Teams quizzes
Microsoft Forms
Seneca
Quizlet
Memrise
Retrieval questions on PPT & chat function

Explanation and Instruction: Spread and check for understanding
An integral aspect of any learning sequence. Teachers should communicate live learning session goals and
success criteria.
Try to spread the amount of new learning over a series of live learning sessions and ensure that there are
regular progress checking/focus checking activities interspaced through any explanation/instruction. No
longer than 10-15 minutes.

Begin explanations simply and build towards complexity, adding layers to the learning (think onion). Add
complexity, one aspect at a time, repeat and review.

Use a combination of mediums to deliver explanation and instruction, modelling in small chunks, to keep
students focussed, understanding and engaged.
Ensure PowerPoint slides are not over crowded. Keep it simple – main learning points only.
Independent tasks and Student Self-Assessment
Independent tasks will allow students to practise their newly acquired knowledge. It is essential that
students are given scaffolding, modelling, guidance, success criteria to complete independent tasks. Giving
examples as a model or a scaffold, check lists, WAGOLLs can help support students in their independent
tasks.

Check list
Use the following in your paragraph
o Present tense (je ______)
o Connective (et, aussi, puis)
o Opinion (j`aime / je n`aime pas)
o Justify the opinion (parce que c`est
super/nul)
o Add a time expression (le weekend )

Ensure that tasks are building in complexity as to ensure that there is challenge for all.
Independent tasks should last between 10-15 minutes with a mid-way check point.
Students assess their learning against a success criteria, correct answers and direct their next steps of
learning. Further tasks to consolidation or challenge, could be given here. Think about the tasks you are
giving students to help move the newly learned material from their working memory to their long-term
memory.

Instruct students to ask for support via the chat box.
Be clear if and how you want students to submit the work and how
Students should submit the work to give the class teacher information on how to plan the next steps in
learning and so can plan for whole class feedback. All stduents should receive some feedback once a week.
Ideas for implementation!

Scaffolding
Modelling
Step by step guides
Check lists
Success criteria
WAGOLLs

Ideas for submission
Email
Chat box (photo of work)
Folder on share point
In person drop off

Ideas for implementing feedback
Whole class feedback
Written/typed feedback
Audio feedback via voice recording sent
to students via email

Final Review
Reviewing work, and retrieving key ideas from memory, aids long-term retention and planning for the next
steps in learning. This final part of the lesson should give the teacher and student the opportunity to coconstruct the next steps in the learning journey. This can be done via different low stake progress and
understanding checking tools.

Ideas for implementation!
Self-marking online quizzes (kahoot, Seneca, Microsoft forms, teams quizzes, quizlet, memrise)
Interleaving quizzes that need students to recall learning from prior units of work
Knowledge dump
Exit tickets
Retrieval questions on PPT and answers in the chat box.

Take away Tasks/Prompts
Any reinforcement of the learning that has been delivered in the session needs to be revisited.
Teachers could give students take away tasks or prompts to help with the next live learning session.
Retrieval Placemat
Note down 3 key
words from today`s
live learning session

State 3 key facts
from today`s live
learning session

Explain a key concept or
an idea from today`s live
learning session

Devise 3 questions
based on today`s
live learning session

Ideas for implementation!
Self-marking online quizzes (kahoot, Seneca, Microsoft forms, teams quizzes, quizlet, memrise)
Summarise todays learning into 5 points
Make a revision mat/retrieval mat
Before next lesson…
… write down 5 things you know about X
… find the definition of these words
…. watch this video/demo/tutorial/instructional video
… listen to this podcast/story

Useful resources
Oak National Academy

BBC Bitesize

Memrise (languages)

Seneca

Quizlet

Whiteboard.fi – online whiteboards for whole class assessment online.

Microsoft Forms

